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Boeing Delivers Digital and Analytics Solutions to MTU Aero Engines  
 Boeing analytics drives efficiency in maintenance operations 

 
AMSTERDAM, Sept. 25, 2017 – Boeing [NYSE: BA], through its subsidiary 

AerData, today announced an agreement with MTU Aero Engines for AerData’s 

STREAM (Secure Technical Records for Electronic Asset Management) and EFPAC 

(Engine Fleet Planning And Costing) software. Using data analytics, the software allows 

MTU Aero Engines to effectively manage premium aircraft records and optimize 

maintenance planning to maximize budget and minimize unnecessary shop visits.   

“Implementing STREAM and EFPAC was the next logical step for us to further 

improve the management of our growing engine fleet,” said Martin Friis-Petersen, 

managing director, MTU Maintenance Lease Services B.V. “We look forward to 

unfolding the full potential of the products and, in turn, being able to pass on gained 

efficiencies to customers.” 

STREAM is the industry standard electronic aircraft records management 

solution. It is a secure web-enabled system that allows the MRO, airline or lessor to 

manage the entire history of the asset and easily share documents with third parties. 

This allows for smooth and efficient transition of aircraft and easy remarketing. 

STREAM is a proven cost-saving tool over the life of the asset and during redelivery.  

EFPAC helps customers improve engine maintenance planning, engine spares 

availability and budgets by combining technical and operational data with lease 

requirements and fleet renewal constraints. Because EFPAC analyzes in hours what 

typically takes an airline weeks to examine using other methods, customers have 

reported reductions to their annual engine maintenance costs by 10 percent or more.  

EFPAC is powered by Boeing AnalytX, which transforms data to reveal insights that 

empower a world of limitless possibilities.  

 “We are very proud to extend our partnership with MTU Aero Engines to include 

EFPAC and STREAM,” said Matt Bull, CEO of AerData. “MTU Aero Engines, a current 
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Corporate Management System (CMS) user, leverages our software to support lifecycle 

asset management. MTU’s success with CMS has led them to place their trust in the 

team at AerData to support their adoption of digital records and leverage analytics 

solutions for engine maintenance planning.” 

 
About AerData 

AerData, a Boeing Company, provides lease management, records 

management, engine fleet planning, and audit and inspection software as well as 

technical and back office services for aircraft and engine operators, lessors and MROs. 

AerData is part of the Digital Aviation and Analytics business unit within Boeing Global 

Services.  EFPAC is part of the Boeing AnalytX portfolio of products, transforming data 

into insight.    

Boeing Global Services, headquartered in the Dallas area, was formed by 

integrating the services capabilities of the government, space and commercial sectors 

into a single, customer-focused business. Operating as a third business unit of Boeing, 

Global Services provides agile, cost-competitive services to commercial and 

government customers worldwide. 
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